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Concordial
composed in March 2019 for Norrbotten NEO -

This piece was written inspired by the Swedish elections in 2018 and the process that followed, but also by the ability of humanity to house different points of views and the willingness or unwillingness to change them, the beauty of fruitful discussions and engaging arguments, of conviction and uncertainty.

The subtitles are partly made-up-words by me-
Argumental - as in arguing on the verge of mental breakdown
Mutuality - as in seeing the resemblances between the opponents and yourself
Hesitangled - as in hesitating so much that you get perplexed
Recapable - as in being capable of a recap- and possibly a conclusion

x - notes signify no tone,
only air for flute/clarinet
and to play on the brigde for violoncello

/"slash"-notes in the end of glissando/portamento means continue up or down as far as you can due to circumstances.

Trills are played a major 2nd up unless noted
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